ABSTRACT Phase holdup measurement of the two-phase flow is of significance in industrial process. Accurate and real-time measurement of phase holdup is a critical problem requiring urgent solutions. Conductance sensors determine the flow parameters by detecting the change of electrical parameters. Kalman filter is widely applied in state estimation, and oil-water two-phase flow holdup measurement is considered as a state estimation problem in this paper. By using upstream and downstream measuring fluctuation information, an adaptive Kalman estimation model based on discrete cross-correlation with adaptive state transition matrix, and a serial estimation model based on unscented Kalman filter carrying out linear and nonlinear estimations successively are proposed combining with specific flow state. The proposed methods have been validated by online experiments, and the average error of phase holdup estimate is 1.5%.
I. INTRODUCTION
Multi-phase flow widely exists in the natural and industrial productions. Development of modern scientific research and industrial production brings an increasing demand for multiphase flow measurement. The multi-phase flow detection technology is a challenge to process measurement and engineering [1] . As a typical multi-phase flow, oil-water twophase flow often appears in chemical industry, petroleum industry and bioengineering filed. Comparing two-phase flow and single-phase flow, two-phase flow measurement faces more difficulty in modeling. With the development of industrial production technology, accuracy of oil-water twophase process parameter measurement has been increasing to meet the requirements of energy saving, noninvasive measurement and process control. As a critical process parameter, water holdup relates to the oil production optimization and production process scheduling. Owing to the complexity of flow structure and time-variant fluctuation during the measurement process, there exists a big challenge for process parameter measurement.
Up to now, many water holdup measurement methods have been developed, such as quick closing valves (QCV) method [2] , microwave method [3] , radiation method [4] , [5] , impedance method [6] , ultrasonic method [7] , [8] , wire-mesh method [9] , and so on. These methods have their own advantages and disadvantages respectively. The QCV method is flow pattern independent, but it cannot be used for realizing the online and real-time measurement. The microwave method is non-intrusive because of the high penetrability of microwave. However, the measurement performance of microwave is affected by the temperature, pressure and electromagnetic interference. Gamma ray densitometry measures the phase fraction based on the different attenuation coefficient in different media, of which density of the media are dissimilar [10] - [12] . Therefore, this method has trouble in measuring for oil-water two-phase flow because of the similar density of the media. The ultrasonic method is widely investigated in two-phase flow measurement. The ultrasonic attenuation method was used to determine particle size of heavy oil in water dispersion system, and the ultrasonic method is also used in water-air-sand three-phase flow in specific condition for the air and water concentration measurement based on the reflection on the interface between gas and liquid. But it is restricted by the flow pattern [13] - [16] . The wire-mesh method is intrusive and thus could affect the flow structure.
Compared with other methods, electrical methods are easy to install and are sensitive to change of water holdup with low cost [17] - [20] . For conductance method, the continuous phase should be electrically conductive, and the non-continuous phase should have a different conductivity comparing with the continuous phase. The phase fraction is calculated by measuring the mixed fluid conductivity. According to Fossa, a conductance probe measuring the liquid fraction in gas-liquid two-phase flow is studied experimentally. The device consists of a pair of plate electrodes and a pair of ring electrodes [21] . Zhai et al. designed and optimized the structure geometrically of a ring conductance probe in horizontal oil-water two phase flow [22] . Xu et al. proposed that a conductance array of 24 needle-like electrodes can be used for measuring the water holdup in oil-water stratified flow [23] . For the capacitance method, the non-continuous phase should have very different relative permittivity compared with the continuous phase [24] . Abouelwafa and Kendall developed various capacitance designs for phase percentage determination concluded that concave-plate structure performs better owing to increased sensitivity for phase measurement than any other structures [25] . Xu et al. developed an integrated instrumentation system for velocity, concentration and mass flow rate measurement of solid particles based on electrostatic and capacitance sensors [26] . Strazza et al. built the relationship between the geometry size of the capacitance plate and the accurate phase fraction in high viscosity oil-water two-phase flow [27] . Tan et al. explored and compared the performance of different structures and size of capacitance for selection and optimization, such as double ring structure, helical structure and concave structure [28] .
However, holdup estimation with physical model based on electrical methods are similar to traditional single point measurement which only reflects on external information characteristics and not able to take the transition of flow state into account which may influence the accuracy of measurement. What's more, single electrical measurement method can not describe stochastic process in details. One solution to this limit is to introduce state estimation method for measurement by regarding water holdup as state vector, which can effectively improve the measurement precision. State estimation method has important application value in the cognizance and analysis of the measuring system.
State estimation method has been used widely, and some common methods have been proposed, such as least squares estimation method [29] , linear minimum variance estimation method [30] , maximum likelihood estimation method and Kalman estimation method [31] . The aforementioned methods have different performance and scopes of application. Least squares estimation which has simple algorithm structure is usually adapted to the random vector and constant vector estimation with low precision; linear minimum variance estimation is practical for stationary process but unable to carry out the long time estimation due to high calculation cost. Kalman estimation balances the calculation cost and precision, which uses the state vector at previous moment and sensor measuring output at the latest moment to give the optimal state estimation. The state model describes state transition at each consecutive time step with the process noise. The observation model describes the relationship between the sensor outputs and state vector of the system with measurement noise. Kalman filter has high performance in estimating and forecasting the state of dynamic process without history data storage based on the two models, and it is widely applied in radar navigation and target tracking. Kalman filter (KF) was proposed by Kalman in 1960s, which is a recursion algorithm built on linear algebra and hidden Markov model in order to realize the states estimation of a dynamic system based on the procession of a state model and an observation model [32] . The advantages of high compatibility and calculating speed make it widely applied for dynamic process estimation. The unscented Kalman filter algorithm is a combination of Kalman filter and Unscented Transformation (UT). Unscented Kalman filter (UKF) has been extensively used for state estimation of nonlinear stochastic systems, which can provide reliable state estimates in the presence of both unknown process noise and measurement noise covariance matrices.
Kalman estimation has been applied in multi-phase flow measurement, Tan et al. inserted a conductance ring coupled cone (CRCC) meter into estimation model [33] , and Wu et al. developed an online adaptive estimation method for oil-water two-phase flow water holdup measurement with a conductance/capacitance sensor [34] . Comparing with aforementioned work, the present work introduces an adaptive estimation by considering real-time flow state change, which offers a solution to data registration and complementation from different sensor locations.
In this paper, two adaptive Kalman estimation models are proposed to estimate the real-time water holdup based on the phase fraction calculation model of ring-shaped conductive sensors array (RCSA): adaptive Kalman estimation model based on discrete cross-correlation (AKEMDC), and serial estimation model based unscented Kalman filter (SEMUKF). An instantaneous phase inversion often appears in the actual measurement, resulting in a large deviation. In addition, a contextual criterion is given to determine the continuousphase medium. Taking contextual information into consideration is not only beneficial to judge the scopes of application but also helpful to remove invalid experiment data successfully. These two methods make adjustment about the algorithm's structure to match the RCSA measurement data so that models present flow pattern independent characteristic. In China, most oil wells are in the middle and later periods of production, of which the oil-water two-phase flow has a high water holdup relatively. Therefore, the models and methods proposed in this paper are mainly applied for watercontinuous oil-water two-phase flow holdup measurement, and the measurement data of QCV method is regarded as calibration water holdup.
II. SENSOR STRUCTURE AND BASIC MEASUREMENT METHOD
Photo of ring-shaped conductive sensors array and structure of ring-shaped conductive sensors array are shown in Figure 1 . The axial arrangement of structure of ring-shaped conductive sensors array (RCSA) is of six annular electrodes embedded in pipeline. The diameter of pipe D = 50 mm, and distance of adjacent annular electrodes are 1D, 0.4D, 1.2D, 0.4D, 1D, respectively. The electrode 1 and electrode 6 are the exciting electrodes by injecting a constant electric current into electrode 1 and grounding the electrode 6. The exciting signal is alternating square current wave with 2 mA peak-topeak and 20 kHz frequency. Electrode 2, 3, 4, and 5 are the receiving electrodes.
According to Fossa, when signal frequency is between 10 kHz and 100 kHz, the load characteristic of oil-water two phase flow performs as resistance response to the exciting signal. Thus the voltage between the two ring-shaped electrodes reflects on the mixture conductance and further to the water holdup of two-phase flow [35] .
A normalized dimensionless voltage V * describing the relative voltage difference is introduced based on the analytical results [36] :
where V 0 denotes the measured voltage under the full water experiment situation and V i denotes the measured voltage of the two-phase flow mixed media. The dimensionless voltage V * needs to be calibrated versus the phase holdup before being applied to the dynamic experiments and it is in agreement with the water holdup in stratified flow static calibration.
The water holdup can be expressed by (2) based on the Maxwell equation:
Ring-shaped conductive sensors array (RCSA) performs normally while the continuous phase of oil-water is conductive water. However, the continuity of either oil or water changes with flow velocity and phase holdup. The continuous phase would change from oil phase to water phase forming the water continuous flow, or water to oil forming the oil continuous flow, which is called ''phase inversion'' [37] . This phenomenon is frequently encountered and also brings troubles to the RCSA. In other words, when water phase holdup is low, and oil phase becomes continuous, there are not enough free charges in measurement section, which brings difficulty for current field formation and the sensitivity loss for conductance sensors. Then the circuit between electrode 1 and electrode 6 performs as current interruption. Therefore, the measured data of failure should be removed. In this paper, two online adaptive Kalman estimation models aim at watercontinuous flow condition. The following section will give the contextual criterion based on the two estimation models to judge that the continuous phase is water or oil.
III. MODIFIED KALMAN ESTIMATION MODELS
The traditional methods for measuring oil-water two-phase flow are by means of discrete-time sampling to describe the whole flow process. They are based on online sampling discrete time slice or series to rebuild the measuring process and give approximate description, which inevitably brings the loss of information and thus inaccuracy to the estimate. Limited by the restriction sampling frequency, these methods lack the description for state transition. Most online measurement can not offer prior information and posterior information. One solution to overcome it is introducing adaptive state estimation based on Kalman filer with real-time state forecast and update, where water holdup can be regarded as state vector. For stochastic process, Kalman estimation has computational burden and high accuracy. Upstream and downstream measurement are used to enriching measurement information for stochastic process object.
In this section, two modified adaptive Kalman estimation models are proposed for online water holdup measurement. Compared with the basic Kalman estimation model, adaptive estimation models give detailed information for state transition description by incorporating prior information for measurement. On the other hand, compared with physical measurement model, adaptive estimation models take system noise into consideration.
The Kalman estimation process can be divided into two procedures:
1) Forecasting state vector according to state model; 2) Correcting the forecasted results with measurement data. Since basic Kalman estimation model can not be appropriate for all types of working condition and can not embody the real-time flow condition in details, more adjustment and modification of Kalman algorithm are necessary.
In this paper, adaptive Kalman estimation models are developed to realize the dynamic estimation of the real-time water holdup. These two models take fluctuation and state transition of flow condition into account in order to deal with the abrupt change and different flow condition.
The measurement process model of discrete-time system is shown as (3) and (4), the state at k + 1 moment is:
where x (k) and x (k + 1) denote the state vector of the measurement at k and k + 1 moment, v (k) is the Gaussian white noise of state process, and F (k) is the state transition matrix at k moment. The measurement model of the sensor at k moment is:
where z (k) denotes the measured vector, w (k) denotes the measurement noise of the sensor, H (k) is the observation matrix of the sensor, and it is usually a unit matrix. The oil-water two-phase flow is a random process, therefore, it is difficult to obtain the accurate system model for flow parameter measurement. The description of the actual process is based on the following approximate assumptions:
3) v(k) and w(k) are distributed Gaussian white noise.
4) The measurement vector z (k) is assumed bounded. According to the sensor system shown in (3) and (4), optimal estimation can be obtained by:
Kalman gain at k moment is determined with:
where p(k − 1 |k − 1 ) is the covariance matrix of the state estimation error at k − 1 moment, p(k |k − 1 ) is the covariance matrix of the state prediction estimation error at k moment, x(k − 1 |k − 1 ) is the state estimation value at k − 1 moment, and x(k |k − 1 ) is state prediction estimation value at k moment, F(k − 1) is a transition matrix describing the underlying states transition through successive time steps at k − 1 moment. F(k) and F(k − 1) are state transition matrix at k and k − 1 moment, respectively, which both update adaptively. Then substituting F(k) and F(k − 1) into the computation process of Kalman estimation and iteration process for downstream measurement data, and upstream state transition condition between k −1 moment and k moment will influence state update in the iteration process. R and Q are the covariance matrixes of measurement noise and process noise separately. I is an identity matrix.
A. ADAPTIVE KALMAN ESTIMATION MODEL BASED ON DISCRETE CROSS-CORRELATION
This adaptive estimation model is adapted to homogeneous sensors or heterogeneous sensors of which the sampling frequency can be matched. Aiming to measurement fusion, both upstream and downstream time series are valuable. According to the flow direction shown in Figure 1 , electrode-pair 2-3 is defined as upstream sensor, electrode-pair 4-5 is defined as downstream sensor, and the two units are identical. The measurement matrix z (k) is one-dimensional, and equals to water holdup:
Measurement data is superposition of system state and measurement noise. The measurement noise is assumed as Gaussian white noise. Measurement model is thus simplified as:
The two electrode-pair of RCSA both measure the same volume of fluid at different time due to the distance between the two sensors. For data time registration, the basic method is discrete cross-correlation computation of measurement data from both upstream and downstream:
where R z 1 z 2 (n) is the cross-correlation function, z 1 (n) and z 2 (n) are water holdup measurement matrixes of upstream and downstream respectively, n = 1, 2, 3, · · · N stands for sampling points. The maximum value of cross-correlation function occurs at n 0 , which reflects the transit time of two electrode-pairs. As expressed by (13) , the registered state vectors of upstream and downstream match with each other after data time registration based on n 0 and sampling frequency of ringshaped conductive sensors array (RCSA).
where z 2,k denotes the measurement matrix after time registration, and then a real-time adaptive update for state transition matrix F 2,k can be obtained by (14):
where k = n 0 , n 0 + 1, · · · , N . As H (k) observation matrix is defined as unit matrix, the measurement equation is linear. As shown in (15), state estimation process can be expressed by:
wherex 2,k|k−1 is the state predicted by the downstream electrode-pair,x 2,k−1 is the downstream state estimate at k −1 moment, K 2,k is downstream Kalman Gain at k moment. In addition, downstream covariance matrix of the prediction error at k moment is:
where Q(k − 1) is covariance matrix of state noise at k − 1 moment.p 2,k|k−1 is the covariance matrix of the state prediction estimation error at k moment,p 2,k−1 is the covariance matrix of the state estimation error at k − 1 moment. Then, Kalman estimation is carried out according to (5) ∼ (9). Figure 2 is the block diagram of AKEMDC. The influence of velocity difference between water and oil to the performance of the AKEMDC can be negligible on the basis of sensors array's actual size. 
B. SERIAL ESTIMATION MODEL BASED ON UNSCENTED KALMAN FILTER
SEMUKF is proposed on the basis of previous section. Adaptive state transition matrix based on upstream estimation process offers a unique linear mapping at every iteration point of downstream estimation process. Therefore, downstream process can be regarded as a generalized nonlinear process. Serial estimation model carries out basic Kalman estimation and nonlinear estimation based on the unscented Kalman filter successively. Compared with AKEMDC serial estimation model takes into account of system noise which is difficult to be modeled specifically besides description of stochastic process. For state estimation of nonlinear system with noise, unlike the extended Kalman filter (EKF) that approximates the nonlinear state and measurement equations using linearization, a set of carefully chosen Sigma points are used in the unscented Kalman filter to represent the state distribution. These Sigma points can completely capture the true mean and covariance of the Gaussian random variables. The serial estimation process based on unscented Kalman filter is expressed as: 1) The upstream basic water holdup value is obtained based on (2). The Kalman estimation uses measurement data to find the best estimate based on the linear minimum variance. State vector after Kalman estimation is regarded as measurement improvement on the basis of sensors data, which can describe state transition process F 1,k =x 1,k
, wherex 1 is state vector representing upstream measurement data.
2) Making data time registration based on cross-correlation function, as shown in (12) .
3) Estimation process based on downstream measurement data can be considered as a nonlinear unscented Kalman estimation process, and generalized nonlinear function mapping at every point reflects the state transition of upstream measurement unit in details.
where
In adaptive Kalman estimation, state update and algorithm iteration at every point can be regarded as generalized nonlinear Kalman estimation method. The UKF algorithm preserves at least the precision of the second-order approximation without calculating Jacobian or Hessian matrices. Aiming at twophase flow phase holdup estimation, nonlinear measurement model can be expressed as:
Both f (•) and h(•) are nonlinear functions, v(k) and w(k) are state noise and measurement noise respectively, and:
Defining h(x(k)) = x(k), then measurement equation is linear, and initialization of state vector and mean square error can be shown as:
The UKF, derived from the concept of UT [38] , uses a set of meticulously chosen sample points (Sigma points) to approximate the possibility distribution of the random variable. The parameterized sets of Sigma points are procreated through nonlinear transformation. The mean and covariance of the transformed variables are used to approximate the mean and covariance of the sample space.
Adjustment of UKF algorithm: Time Update:
where χ * i,k|k−1 represents the nonlinear transformation-of Sigma points.
Measurement Update:
where matrix [
where L is dimensions of x k , α is the factor used to determine the distribution of Sigma points near the mean value, which is greater than 0.0001 and less than 1. κ is a scaling factor that equals to 0 for state estimation. β is a distribution factor, the optimal value of which equals to 2 under Gaussian distribution. Equation (24) shows the process to organize Sigma points set symmetrically, in which vectors at symmetric location are assigned to the same weight. The points set consists of 2N +1 vectors, where N is the dimensions of state vector. Assuming that a non-Gaussian noise exists in measurement process, the points set can be organized asymmetrically to assign different weights to each point in the Sigma points set. The largest weight may not appear at symcenter of points set. As a result, the influence of non-Gaussian noise can be counterbalanced to a great extent.
The common sequence of Sigma points is:
Common way to organize Sigma points set assigns same weights for symmetric points aroundx k−1 and different points set organization ways can counterbalance the influence of non-Gaussian noise.
Decreased-Weight (D-Weight): 
Increased-Weight (I-Weight):
Adaptive Decreased-Weight (AD-Weight):
Adaptive Decreased Increased-Weight (ADI-Weight):
Then, state update can be expressed as: (37) where k = n 0 , n 0 + 1, · · · , N . Equation (31) describes the way of weights assigned for point set, which brings change for time update and measurement update accordingly. Figure 3 is the block diagram of SEMUKF.
C. CONTEXTUAL CRITERION BASED ON ADAPTIVE KALMAN ESTIMATION MODELS
In this section, contextual criterion is proposed to determine the continuous phase of two-phase flow on the basis of aforementioned estimation models in order to remove invalid experimental data.
The following two equations describe the contextual criterion for the two adaptive Kalman estimation models [39] :
As shown in (38) and (39), it is possible to define validity domains of the measurement data based on the confidence level required. Defining the mean of the q(k) as q, and if the value of q is beyond a predefined threshold, then the data is regarded as unusable data. As Figure 4 and Figure 5 show, when the water holdup is more than 30%, the mean value of q(k) is less than a threshold. Owing to the difference of algorithm's structure between AKEMDC and SEMUKF, the ranges of q(k) in Figure 4 and Figure 5 are different. This threshold judges whether the measurement data from different sensors are valid for holdup measurement. The flow regime does not affect the proposed contextual criterion. Taking contextual information into consideration is beneficial to remove invalid experiment data successfully.
The phase inversion is a transitional process, which appears in a certain holdup range, as a result, contextual information is confusing in this range. The error of contextual criterion is included in the overall error.
IV. EXPERIMENTAL DESCRIPTION
The two-phase flow experiments were implemented on the oil-gas-water multi-phase flow experimental facility in Tianjin University, shown in Figure 6 . The horizontal pipeline, made of stainless steel, is 16.5 m in total length and 50 mm in inner diameter. The loop is composed of two branches, the length of which are 7.2 m and 7.3 m, respectively. The RCSA system and quick closing valves (QCV) are installed at two positions: 13 m from the inlet of the horizontal experimental pipeline and 1.5 m from its outlet. The sampling frequency of the RCSA system is 5 kHz. The objective of the former installation is to ensure that the flow pattern is fully developed, and that of the latter one is to avoid the influence of reflux at the bend. The QCV can be turned on or off in less than 0.8 seconds. They have a shutdown section, with a length of 800 mm, which contains around 1820 mL fluid, including the fluid left in the valves' body.
In experiments, the superficial water velocity was between 0.04 m/s and 2 m/s, the superficial oil velocity was between 0.07 m/s and 2 m/s. The inlet pressure was around 0. 
V. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS

A. SERIAL KALMAN ESTIMATION BASED ON UKF WEIGHT ASSIGNMENT
To UKF algorithm, the core idea in dynamic estimation process is assuming that the corrected state estimation at k moment is proximate estimation for k + 1 moment, but in fact, the idea is not suitable for some iteration points. Therefore, different points set organization ways and different weight assignment ways are of great significance.
This section develops a new method to analyze the difference between upstream and downstream water holdup based on physical measurement model. Then the comparison results for different weight assignment ways are given, and an explanation for the reason of this difference is given from the perspective of system noise which is difficult to modeling. On the basis of description for stochastic process, different Sigma points set organization ways corresponding to the UKF weight assignment ways are proposed for eliminating the influence of aforementioned difference.
As shown in Figure 8 , water holdup estimate at upstream is greater than the value at downstream based on the Maxwell equation. Owing to the identical response between upstream and downstream measurement sensor units in static calibration, it can be concluded that a non-Gaussian noise exists in sampling process. Therefore, various Sigma points set organization ways can be applied during SEMUKF for points order in Sigma points set and ways to assign weight, such as symmetrical weight, decreased weight, increased weight, adaptive decreased weight and adaptive decreased-increased weight. Carrying out holdup estimation based on SEMUKF and (32) ∼ (36), and the estimation errors are shown in Figure 9 . Figure 10 and Figure 11 describe the iteration process of 65% and 79% water holdup experiments by using these five Sigma points set organizations. The absolute time of the whole iteration process shown in Figure 10 and 11 is 0.049 s. In the cases shown in Figure 10 and Figure 11 , the UKF iteration process of ADI-Weight and I-Weight fluctuate more owing to the measured data fluctuation with lager variances, and the estimation outputs of D-Weight and the normal UKF are more steady than them owing to the smaller variance. The normal UKF estimation offers the most outstanding performance for denoising and suppressing noise interference according to figures of iteration process.
B. ACCURACY COMPARISON FOR TWO MODELS
Estimation error is calculated by:
where δ represents estimation error, h e is water holdup of state estimation, h r is water holdup calibrated by quick closing valves. The overall error for two estimation models is shown in Figure 13 based on all experiment groups, and the mean error for two estimation models is shown in Table 1 . Figure 14 and Figure 15 represent estimation results of 65% and 79% water holdup experiments based on these two measurement estimation models. AKEMDC and SEMUKF are sensitive to the change measurement value, and the ability to follow the change is excellent because of simple algorithm structure and high computational efficiency. Figure 16 shows the performance of AKEMDC and SEMUKF to respond to the abrupt change of the water holdup. Both AKEMDC and SEMUKF need iterations to follow the abrupt change then the estimation performs efficiently during the stable flow state. By contrast, SEMUKF needs fewer iterations, which has broad application prospects for the industrial field with fast response requirements. In addition, AKEMDC behaves better about denoising ability VOLUME 5, 2017 with the influence of the same random noise, which provides an idea and method for actual working conditions with complex noise.
C. COMPARISON FOR RAPIDITY AND STABILITY
VI. CONCLUSION
Aiming at phase holdup measurement of water-continuous oil-water two-phase flow, this paper develops adaptive Kalman estimation models, by introducing adaptive state transition matrix into the combination of linear and nonlinear estimation from the perspective of dynamic state. These adaptive estimation models are adaptive to homogeneous sensors or heterogeneous sensors of which the sampling frequency can be matched, and further applied to the applications with different time series reflecting the same measurement object.
In this paper, two adaptive Kalman estimation models are proposed to realize the dynamic estimate of the real-time water holdup based on the phase holdup calculation model of ring-shaped conductive sensors array. From the point of algorithm accuracy, all of two models perform very well for water holdup measurement. By parameter adjustment and weight assignment, mean error of SEMUKF achieved 1.50%, and mean error of AKEMDC, is about 1.59%. From the point of algorithm speed, AKEMDC and SEMUKF are fast enough to realize real-time measurement. For algorithm rapidity, from the term of the ability to follow the abrupt change and sensibility to fast measurement change, both AKEMDC and SEMUKF show good estimation results, thereinto the latter has faster response and the former performs better in denoising.
The proposed models introduce UKF into state estimation to develop a new serial estimation way, and use adaptive state transition to enrich description information and extend the application scope. By eliminating the influence of complex noise, the measurement accuracy is improved.
